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Opposition - opposition procedure - opponency 

 
Amount, effect, aim, businesslike benefit and ain executions opponency 

 
          Opposition is the opposition procedure, in which the opponents of the independent 

assessment of projects, solutions, investments and so on. The motivation and the goal is to reveal 

the shortcomings adversarial objective to ensure accuracy, optimization and elimination of 

subjective influences the authors project or solution that usually projects and any other activity in 

its initial form contains. 

 

           Contribution opponencies is undeniable and growing the meaning and value of the 

project, activity or amount of investment. Also, in the case of uncertainty, the accuracy of 

solution provides oponent independent and impartial view outside and constructive criticism and 

relevant information. In concluding aftereffect has opponency direct hold over increasing 

competitiveness, flush times and profit businessman and companies. 

 

 

 

 
 

Principle, form of and basis of principles practicals executions 

opponency 

 

Principle opponency 

 
          Opponency is founded on cross band, when sponsor, author of or barrister design 

convinces opponent (or couple wearing independant opponents) about accuracy his solution 

and of procedures and opponent with by contraries trying to bewray weaknesses design, 

concrete vulnerabilities, demerits, mistakes, attitudinal accesses, possible variants 

developments, including summary of those worst likely playscript. It makes possible sponsor 

timeous preparing answer on miscellaneous alternatives developments and if any last 

circumstance. 

Form of opponency 

 

          The most effective form of critical reviews is teamwork, where several opponents as 

stakeholder experts independently examine projects and their parts and together seek to 
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eliminate all hidden weaknesses and risks that could change in the practical realization of 

mind. 

 
          Constructive opposition of several opponents increases primarily objectivity and 

significantly contributes to the quality of the project revealing potential risks, removing 

hidden errors, weaknesses and possible subsequent elimination of failure and loss. 

  

 

 

 

The opponent and the opposing 

 
Basis of principles by implementation opponency 

 
 

          The opponent must not be an employee of the contracting authority, collaborator on the 

project, the person has a family relationship with the contracting entity, or person in an 

antagonistic relationship with the contracting entity adversarial. The opponent should have the 

ability to understand the client environment or authors of the project or the solution to the issue. 

 

          Readers make opposition to the project report in writing on the agreed date and the reasons 

for its position with sufficient information value as specified. After successfully completing all 

adjustments authors of the project would get the final form of the project to go through the 

opponent and any changes made to approve the proposals. It is then entirely up to the authors, 

investors and project promoters, whether opponents of the proposed recommendations and 

modifications observed. 

 

          Opponency organized by the sponsor and also pays all costs associated with it. It is also 

responsible for the timely preparation of evaluations, including the delivery of written documents 

opponent (opponents). For more adversarial opponents conclusions of the peer review board 

approves composed of the participating opponents vote. 

 
 

Implementation opponency in practice 
 
 

          Opposition is based on the discussion, the contracting authority, author and advocate of the 

project convinces the opponent (or several independent opponents) on the accuracy of its 

solutions and processes, and the opponent on the other hand tries to uncover the weaknesses of 

the project, specific vulnerabilities, errors, subjective approaches can be scenarios, including an 
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outline of the worst possible scenarios. This allows the contracting authority timely preparation 

of responses to various development alternatives and possible extreme situations. 

 

          The most effective form of critical reviews is teamwork, where several opponents as 

stakeholder experts independently examine projects and their parts and together seek to eliminate 

all hidden weaknesses and risks that could change in the practical realization of mind. 

 

          Constructive opposition of several opponents increases primarily objectivity and 

significantly contributes to the quality of the project revealing potential risks, removing hidden 

errors, weaknesses and possible subsequent elimination of failure and loss. 

 

 

 

Opposition procedure and businesslike executions opponency 

 
Activity sponsor and negative in the process of opponency 

 

          Opponency organized by the sponsor and also pays all costs associated with it. Cargoes 

negative are accord, account for time on identification with borderline case and drawing up of 

peer review plus general expenses connected with opposed. 

           Sponsor responsible for the timely preparation of evaluations, including the delivery of 

written documents opponent (opponents). For more adversarial opponents conclusions of peer 

review board approves composed of the participating opponents vote. 

          Readers make opposition to the project report in writing on the agreed date and the 

reasons for its position with sufficient information value as specified. After successfully 

completing all adjustments authors of the project would get the final form of the project to go 

through the opponent and any changes made to approve the proposals. It is then entirely up to 

the authors, investors and project promoters, whether opponents of the proposed 

recommendations and modifications observed. 
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